AbstractÐAlthough many query tree optimization strategies have been proposed in the literature, there still is a lack of a formal and complete representation of all possible permutations of query operations (i.e., execution plans) in a uniform manner. A graph-theoretic approach presented in this paper provides a sound mathematical basis for representing a query and searching for an execution plan. In this graph model, a node represents an operation and a directed edge between two nodes indicates the order of executing these two operations in an execution plan. Each node is associated with a weight and so is an edge. The weight is an expression containing optimization required parameters, such as relation size, tuple size, join selectivity factors. All possible execution plans are representable in this graph and each spanning tree of the graph becomes an execution plan. It is a general model which can be used in the optimizer of a DBMS for interal query representation. On the basis of this model, we devise an algorithm that finds a near optimal execution plan using only polynomial time. The algorithm is compared with a few other popular optimization methods. Experiments show that the proposed algorithm is superior to the others under most circumstances.
INTRODUCTION
T HE performance of a database system is often determined by the execution of join operations. Various methods were proposed to improve join's efficiency [22] , [25] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [16] , [15] . Optimization for large join queries is an especially difficult problem because the number of possible permutations of join operations explodes as n (the number of joins) increases. An upper bound on the number of distinct join orders for a nEwy join is given in [18] as:
To give a feel about the number, a 10-way join can generates 344,594,254 execution plans, and a 15-way join results in PXIQ Â IH IR plans! An exhaustive search for an optimal plan from such a huge search space is prohibitive. Efficient methods must be designed to solve this optimization problem.
Almost all the past methods adopt an existing algorithm or a modified version of it to find a near optimal solution from the huge search space. Some techniques using combinatorial algorithms [27] , [28] , such as iterative improvement [11] and simulated annealing [13] [12] , require a long execution time to find a near optimal plan. Some algorithm using methods, such as dynamic programming with branch and bounds [26] , achieved polynomial time, however, with a high complexity of at least yn Q . A major problem of these methods is that they lack a formal representation for operations of query and optimization parameters (such as relation size and join selectivity factor) in one model. To fit into an existing algorithm, their representations have to be compromised with, and restricted by, the limitation of that algorithm. As a result, either efficiency of query processing is harmed or the complexity of the algorithm is increased. In addition, very often, a new method published some days later may be apparently superior to the past ones and the optimizer of a DBMS that has been implemented with an old method, if required to be upgraded with a new one, will have to be completely redesigned and reimplemented. The cost of such a change to the query optimizer/compiler is dramatic.
In this paper, we propose a graph-theoretic model to represent all types of operations of a query and parameters that are required for optimization in a uniform, consistent manner. A join operation is a frequently used and high cost operation and we use it as the representative operation in this research. Each join is represented as a vertex in the graph. A directed edge between two joins indicates the execution order of the joins. All possible execution plans (permutations of operation execution order) are representable in this query graph. An execution plan becomes a spanning tree in the graph. Information for computing the cost of a join, such as the cardinalities and tuple sizes of two join relations, is represented as graph parameters. The cost of a query is therefore obtained once an execution plan (i.e., a spanning tree) is assumed. In this way, searching a good execution plan simply becomes searching a spanning tree with a lower cost. Hence, the query optimization problem is mapped to a spanning tree searching problem in this model. To reduce the search space, we define effective as well as ineffective query processing trees in this graph model and only the effective ones need to be searched for optimization. Various tree searching algorithms can be designed using this model. In this paper, we propose a relatively low complexity and yet high efficiency algorithm, the maximum value precedence (MVP) algorithm, as an example for optimizing queries using this graph model. This algorithm finds a near optimal solution using only yn P time, lower than the existing algorithms. We also compared its efficiency with other popular algorithms, including the simulated annealing algorithm and two greedy algorithms. The result shows that our algorithm based on the graph model is superior to the other algorithms under most circumstances. It is noted that our model, however, is not limited to the proposed MVP as well as any other possible tree searching algorithms. Hence, upgrading the performance of a system in our method need only change a searching algorithm, avoiding the tremendous remodeling overhead in previous methods.
Ours and the aforementioned techniques are mainly used in a uniprocessor environment. There are techniques designed for multiprocessor systems. However, they in general discuss how to arrange a processing tree such that a balanced workload and the maximum parallelism can be achieved, a very different goal from ours. Their processing trees include a left-deep tree, a right-deep tree, and a bushy tree [25] , [20] , [1] , [9] , [23] , [29] , [30] . A left-deep tree refers to a tree where all the right children must be leaf nodes, while, in a right-deep tree, all the left children are leaf nodes. A tree that is neither a left-deep tree nor a right-deep tree is a bushy tree. In a uniprocessor environment, however, the execution order of the join operations becomes the critical issue. As it is also the most fundamental issue in single and multiprocessor environments, the result of this study is extensible to parallel environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present the definition of the graph that is used to represent joins of a query. Edge weights and vertex weights are also defined. Cost equations for computing query cost based on the weights are given too. Then, in Section 3, we present an algorithm that is devised to find a near optimal solution from the defined graph. We conduct some experiments on the performance of the algorithm in Section 4 and compare it with some other famous ones. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and our future work.
GRAPH DEFINITION
A graph G consists of a finite nonempty set q of objects called vertices (also called nodes) and a (possibly empty) set iq of edges (or lines). For convenience, we use uv to represent the edge between nodes u and v. The number of vertices in a graph G is called its order and the number of edges is its size. We denote a graph of order p and size q as a (p, q) graph. We say that a path exists between two vertices u and v if u is directly or indirectly connected to v. A graph q is connected if a path exists between every pair of vertices in q.
Join Graph
A multiway join can be represented as a join sequence such as:
For convenience, we will use i to represent the ith join operation in the join sequence. To represent the relationships between join operations in a multiway join, we define a Join Graph in the following:
representing a sequence of joins and their association relationships. In a JG, each vertex v i P tq represents a join operation i and an edge between v i and v j (v i Y v j P tq) implies that there is a common base relation between i and j .
We use an example to illustrate how a JG is made. Consider a query involving the following join operations:
The Join Graph of this example is shown in Fig. 1 . In the Join Graph, tq f I , P , Q , R , S , T , U , V , W g. For instance, I is connected to Q because they have the common base relation H . Because a vertex v in a JG is actually a , we will mix the use of them in the example presentated in the figure.
Weighted Directed Join Graph (WDJG)
The definition of a JG can be further extended to include a weight and a direction to each edge to represent precisely the influence of a join to the cost of the next join. We use an example to illustrate the idea. Consider the following join sequence:
In this sequence, I is carried out first. As the cost of the next join operation P is dependent on its operand sizes, the result produced by I directly influences the cost of P . This influence is termed an impact in this paper. For instance, assume that one of the inputs of P is relation and relation is the common base relation of I and P . As I is evaluated before P , the intermediate result of
I will replace the common base relation as the input to P . If I produces a large result (assume much larger than ), then it creates a stronger impact to P because , one of the original operand relation of P , is replaced by a larger relation. Otherwise, I gives a small impact to P . In the following, we formally parameterize and quantify the impact of a join to the cost of its succeeding join and embed it in a weighted directed join graph (WDJG). For convenience, an operator ºuº which is performed on two join nodes is used in the definition. Assume that i and j . Then, i u j , i.e., the common base relation of the two joins. From the definition, a WDJG satisfies that
Hence, a WDJG is deducible from a JG. For instance, the WDJG of the join sequence in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2 . Solid lines in the graph stand for the physical edges and dashed lines stand for the virtual edges. For clearness, we do not draw all virtual edges in the figure. It is interesting that, in a WDJG, a directed binary spanning tree stands for an execution plan of the corresponding join query. For instance, the tree in Fig. 3a is a directed binary spanning tree within the WDJG in Fig. 2 . The same tree is redrawn in Fig. 3b . Hence, the WDJG is a convenient representation of all possible execution plans of a join sequence.
For a virtual edge, as no common base relation exists between the joins at two ends of the virtual edge, these join operations are independent and they will not influence each other on the join cost. Hence, the weight of a virtual edge is defined as hIY Ii to indicate that the result of a join does not have (direct) impact on the cost of another join.
As the join selectivity factor is normally assumed known from collecting statistical information, the elements of a weight can be defined based on such known parameters. Let us formally define those parameters that are used in the weight representation.
. Join Selectivity Factor (JSF). Join selectivity factor is a factor to represent the ratio of the cardinality of a join result to the cross product of the cardinalities of the two join relations.
where jj means the cardinality of relation . . Join Concatenation Factor (JCF). Join Concatenation Factor is the ratio of the concatenated tuple size of the join to the sum of the sizes of two join relations.
where jjjj means the width of each tuple of . Assume that j is over and and i is over and . Then, the weight of v j v i 3 can be reformulated as follows:
Let us define an operator odot as:
wheres hs I Y s P i andt ht I Y t P i. The weight can then be further simplied to
Therefore, the weight of an edge between j and i is expressed as follows:
Consider a physical edge I P 3 , where I and
P . An edge weight w 3 IP hPY Ii implies that the result of I has twice as many tuples (i.e., the cardinality is doubled) as the number of tuples of , an input to P . Because the cost of a join depends on its input size, this hPY Ii weight implies that the degree of influence (impact) of I to P is doubled in cardinality (since w I IP P) and remains the same in tuple size (since w P IP I). Consequently, the WDJG and the edge weights in it can be used as a tool for finding a good (low cost) execution plan for query optimization. However, not all execution plans (represented by a binary spanning tree of a WDJG) are effective. We discuss this issue further in the following subsection and specify the conditions for finding effective execution plans.
Vertex Weight and Effective Spanning Tree
Having weights for the edges of a WDJG is still not enough to compute the total cost of executing a query. The accumulated impact of a sequence of joins to a next join need also be properly represented in the graph. For instance, I X H I , P X I P , Q X P Q are three joins and their corresponding WDJG is shown in Fig. 4 . Two possible execution plans of this sequence are shown in Fig. 5 . Plan 1 in Fig. 5 is H I I P P Q Q and plan 2 in Fig. 5 is I P P Q Q I H . The costs of Q in these two plans are different because, in Plan 1, the cost of Q is determined by the result size of P , which is in turn determined by the result size of I , while, in Plan 2, only P can affect the cost of Q . Edge weights do not include this accumulating effect. To consider such effect, we introduce the notion of vertex weight.
Vertex Weight
Let es i be the result relation of v i when vertex v i is evaluated alone and es H i be the result relation produced at v i by following the execution order defined in a spanning tree (i.e., execution plan). The weight 3 i of vertex v i is also a vector of two elements and is defined as follows:
Let v i Y v j Y v k be the vertices of a spanning tree and v j and v k be the two preceding joins of v i . Then, the edge weights of v j v i 3 and v k v i 3 are
Let the vertex weights of v j and v k be hsY ti and huY vi, respectively. Then, we have
Similarly, jes H k j and kes H k k are as follows: Hence, we have (3) indicates that the cardinality ratio of jes H i j to jes i j depends only on the first elements of the vertex weights and the edge weights of the two preceding joins (i.e., j and k ).
Similarly, P i can be derived as follows:
kes i k a Ã É X he width of the result reltion es i Ã a a Ã Á X he differene of width etween es
Together, the vertex weight for join i can be formulated as:
It is noted that, although in this expression the vertex weight 3 i is only computed from the two immediately preceding vertices ( 3 j and
the impact accumulated from the leaf vertices upto v j and v k is included in the vertex weights 3 j and 3 k . Hence, the formula simplifies the computation of a query execution cost.
Effective Spanning Tree
Although each spanning tree in a WDJG represents an execution plan, not all of them correspond to an ºeffectiveº execution plan. By effective, we mean that, after executing the joins by following the sequence specified in a spanning tree, a correct query result is obtained. No ªextraº join operations are needed in order to obtain the answer. For some spanning trees, extra joins are unavoidable. For instance, Fig. 6a shows a query with four joins and the corresponding WDJG (again, virtual edges are omitted). Fig. 6b shows a binary spanning tree. In this tree, I cannot be preformed based on the result of Q (although I is the immediate succeeding operation of Q ) because there is no common base relation between them. Consequently, the results of I , P , and Q need to be joined with extra join operations in addition to R . This spanning tree does not have a corresponding effective execution plan. We will henceforth refer to a spanning tree corresponding to an ineffective execution plan as an ineffective spanning tree and that corresponding to an effective execution plan as an effective spanning tree.
In a multiprocessor environment where a parallel processing scheme is used, extra joins (such as those used in bushy join tree [18] ) need not be ineffective as far as execution time is concerned. However, in a uniprocessor environment (which is the focus of this paper) if a hash join algorithm 1 is assumed, an execution plan incurring extra joins is always worse than one which does not. We use a simple example to prove this statement. Suppose that I and P are the operations of a join query in which I and P . If the join order is I P (referred to as Scheme 1), then exactly two joins are required to process the query. However, if a join order is to preform and independently, then a third join on the common base relation will be required to concatenate the results of the other two joins (that is, I Q P , which is referred to as Scheme 2). As the time for accessing data from disks (I/O cost) dominates the cost of query execution, loading relations from disks becomes the major cost and is considered the only processing cost in this simple proof. The cost of Scheme 1 is jj jj (for hashing) plus jj jj (for probing) plus jj j j (for hashing) plus jj j j (for probing), where is the result of . Similarly, the cost of Scheme 2 is P Ã jj jj (for ) plus P Ã jj j j (for ) plus P Ã jj j j (for the third join). Compared to the cost of Scheme 1, which is P Ã jj jj P Ã jj j j, the cost of Scheme 2 is obviously higher (the difference being Pjj Pj j). Hence, it proves that using the second three-join scheme (in which an extra join is incurred) is always worse than the first two-join scheme. Formally, we define an effective spanning tree as follows: Definition 2.3 Effective Spanning Tree (EST). For a given query I P Á Á Á n , an effective spanning tree of this query is a directed binary spanning tree of its corresponding WDJG such that query result is obtained without requiring to execute any extra joins in addition to the joins of the spanning tree.
Hence, an effective spanning tree must be a binary tree. By avoiding ineffective spanning trees during optimization, we can greatly reduce the search space. In the following theorem, we give the condition for being an effective spanning tree. Our algorithm, presented in the next section, will actually utilize this condition in searching for an optimal solution. For convenience, we denote the subtree rooted by vertex v x as x and use x to denote the group of join vertices within the subtree x . Also, we use x u v y to represent the common base relation(s) between the base relations participating the joins within subtree x and the base relations participating the join at v y . 
Proof. Let v i be a nonleaf node of a binary spanning tree. Then, v i must have either 1) one inflowing edge or 2) two inflowing edges. Condition 1 in the theorem states the constraint for Case 1 vertices and Condition 2 gives the restriction for Case 2 vertices. The rationale of our proof is as follows: ªWe assume that subtree j (as well as k , if any) is effective and we prove that if v j v i 3 (and v k v i 3 ) satisfies the conditions of the theorem, then the subtree rooted by v i (i.e., i ) is effective.º As v j , v k , and their parent node v i can be at any level of the spanning tree, proving the above statement is equal to proving that the whole spanning tree is effective because the same procedure can be applied recursively to all vertices from the leaf to the root of the tree. Hence, instead of proving the statement in the theorem, we will prove in the following the quoted statement given above is true: of virtual edges is excluded from those given in the theorem.
Case 2: v i has two inflowing edges v j v i 3 and v k v i 3 .
There are three possible scenarios: Both edges are virtual, one is virtual and one is physical, or both are physical. Fig. 8 shows these three possibilities. The sets of base relations participating in the joins of subtree j and k are given under subtrees, as shown in the figure. Because the scenario in the middle is the most general one which involves a virtual edge and a physical edge, we will proceed with our proof by focusing only on that scenario. The other two scenarios, containing both virtual edges or both physical edges, can be proven similarly. In addition, as Condition 1 of this theorem has restricted that the subtree j (and certainly k too) must contain a base relation which also participates the join at v i , we infer that the set of base relations must be those indicated by Cases 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 in the figure, where fÁ Á Á Y Y Á Á Ág represents a set of base relations participating in joins within the corresponding subtree j (or k ) and is one of them. Examining these cases using the conditions given in the theorem, we find that only Case 2.1 violates Condition 2 of the theorem (since f j u v i g f k u v i g fg T 0). The other three cases are all acceptable cases (resulting in an effective spanning tree). We prove them in the following:
. Case 2.1. Let us first look at Case 2.1 in the figure, that is, both j and k contains the base relation . Fig. 9a shows a more complete graph representing this case. Without loss of generality, we assume that j and k contain a vertex v x e and a vertex v y f, respectively, where e T f and eY f T . (Note that if e f, then the spanning tree is actually not a tree but a lattice, which violates the assumption of the theorem. If e (or f) is equal to , then v x and v i become the same node.) For ease of understanding, we assume that v x and v y happen to be v j and v k , respectively. This assumption is reasonable because we are now going to prove that Case 2.1 results in an ineffective spanning tree, which can be achieved by proving that there is one vertex within the subtree j (or k ) causing the spanning tree to be ineffective. Hence, let us look a reduced graph of Fig. 9a , shown in Fig. 9b , which is a special case of Fig. 9a . This tree is ineffective because the results of e and f (assumed to be e and f, respectively) cannot be joined with in one join operation. In other words, either e has to be performed (assuming that its result is denoted as e) before e f, or f is performed (getting the result f) followed by f e. As an extra join has to be incurred, we conclude that the base relations given in Case 2.2 lead to an ineffective spanning tree.
. Case 2.2. If is the only common base relation between v i and j (referring back to Fig. 8 Fig. 9c shows a spanning tree representing this case. In this case, the intermediate result at v j must contain data from both and . Hence, the intermediate result 2. It is impossible to completely get rid of 's data during the joins between v x and v j because, otherwise, the result of j will be empty.
after processing j can replace any of and of v i . Now, because k contains data from , we can set the result of j to replace of v i so that no extra join is incurred. Hence, the spanning tree is effective. The basic idea will be the same if edge v j v i 3 is a physical edge. We will not detail the proof of that subcase. . Case 2.4. When subtree j contains both base relations and , we can set the intermediate result of j to replace any of and of v i . Hence, by letting the intermediate result of j replace of v i and that of k replace (or an opposite way), we can perform the joins up to v i without incurring any extra joins. Hence, the spanning tree of this case is also effective. Finally, as v i can be at any level of the spanning tree, by recursively applying the above rules from the leaf of the spanning tree to its root, we can infer that the entire spanning tree that satisfies the given conditions in the theorem is an effective spanning tree. t u
THE MAXIMUM VALUE PRECEDENCE (MVP) ALGORITHM
The above graph model is general in the sense that it can be used in the optimizer of a DBMS for a formal representation of query. As a WDJG contains all possible execution plans of a query and each spanning tree of it corresponds to an execution plan, our task next is to find an effective spanning tree of a WDJG with a minimum execution cost. Although in the past there have been many algorithms proposed to find a minimum spanning tree within a graph [2] , they cannot be applied directly to our case. The reason is that the weight of a vertex in a WDJG is not a constant, but
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Fig . 9 . Spanning trees. dependent on the weights of its preceding vertices. As finding the optimal solution is still expensive, even though only effective spanning trees are considered, our goal is to devise an efficient algorithm that finds a near optimal solution. The Maximum Value Precedence (MVP) algorithm is a heuristic algorithm that serves this purpose. The basic rationale behind the algorithm is to reduce the cost of expensive join operations as early as possible. In order to meet the above goal, two phases are included in the algorithm. The first phase is to choose an edge that can reduce the largest vertex weight as much as possible. This phase continues until no more beneficial edges (that can reduce a vertex weight) can be found. The second phase is to select an edge that increases a minimum vertex weight until an effective spanning tree is formed. Notice that the proposed graph model is a general query representation model; it is not restricted to the tree searching algorithm we have used.
Phase 1. Choose an edge to reduce the cost of an expensive operation. We first sort the costs of the vertices in descending order and then perform an iteration of steps. At step k, the most costly vertex v i in V (the current WDJG) is considered and an inflowing edge v j v i 3 that can reduce the cost of vertex v i the most is chosen as an edge of the effective spanning tree. Note that different inflowing edges to vertex v i can result in different join costs for v i because an inflowing edge brings into v i a (base or intermediate result) relation. Whenever an edge is selected, the cost of the join node is updated accordingly (counting the influence of the preceding node(s) to that join node). The same process repeats until no more edges can reduce the cost of any join node or no more join nodes to consider.
Phase 2. Find the edges causing minimum increase to the results of joins. As no more edges found in the first phase can reduce the cost of a join, all the remaining edges will increase the costs of the joins. The aim of this phase is to find the edges that will increase the costs of a join as little as possible. The reason is that if an edge causes a large cost increase to its connecting join node, then the ripple effect of this large join result leaves a higher join cost to all the rest join nodes. Hence, the total query cost will certainly be increased because of choosing such an edge. As the selection process is similar to that in the first phase, we will not go into details again in this phase. The algorithm is presented as follows: 
e./* Update the current NewG */ i.ixewq It is interesting that, in the first phase, the vertex of the highest cost is selected first, while, in the second phase, the vertex of the lowest cost is selected before the others. This is because our goal of the first phase is to find those edges that are able to reduce the cost of their succeeding joins. Hence, vertex v i of the highest cost is selected and we check whether there exists an edge v j v i 3 that can reduce v i 's cost. A vertex of a greater cost should first be considered in terms of choosing such ªgoodº edges to reduce the vertex's join cost. Hence, in
Step 3c, we find an edge that can maximize ost v i À ost v i 2v j . As w I vjvi`I , ost v i has to be greater than ost v i 2v j . In the second phase, however, the aim is to minimize the increase of the join cost as much as possible. As all the remaining edges will increase the cost of their succeeding joins, we first choose the node with the least join cost (i.e., the last vertex in gv P ). Both its inflowing and outflowing edges are considered in this step, that is, v j v i 3 and v i v k 3 , as opposed to considering only the inflowing edges as in Step 3c. This is because, in some cases, it may be better to use this low cost join ahead of a higher cost join than vice versa. The decision, however, is made by comparing ost v i 2v j À ost v i and ost v k 2v i Àost v k , as indicated in the algorithm. In this manner, the total cost will likely be increased as little as possible. In both
Step 3c and Step 4c, we incorporate Condition 2 of Theorem 1 as the condition of a qualified EST edge. The purpose here is to utilize the theorem we derived to reduce the giant search space. Both
Step 3e and Step 4e have five substeps to update the NewG. The subsubsteps i, ii, iv, and v are trivial because they are enforced by the restriction that the number of inflowing edges to a join node must not be more than two and the number of outflowing edges from a join node is one. Subsubstep iii is nontrivial. It is necessary, based on Condition 1 of Theorem 1, to include beneficial virtual edges. Note that, initially, the NewG contains no virtual edges. By considering only those beneficial ones (as proven in Theorem 1), we greatly reduce the search space because many other virtual edges need not be considered. An example given next will show this effect.
Although the algorithm, overall, is based on a greedy concept, it is in fact highly efficient because the first phase guarantees that all joins of a higher cost than the others have been reduced in their costs and the second phase, if needed, ensures that all joins that must be increased in their costs are increased at the lowest possible rate. Finally, we note that, for ease of comprehending the algorithm, the algorithm is not presented in its most optimized form. Some redundancy still exists. We emphasize that its running time can be further reduced if a more concise (but less readable) version is adopted.
An Example
Consider a four join query in which I is on relations I and P , P on P and Q , Q on Q and R , and R on R and I , forming a cyclic query. The tp , tgp , and cardinalities of the relations are shown in Fig. 10 . We assume that each tuple size of the base relations is 100 bytes. The edge weights can be calculated based on the given data in the figure. For instance, w I IR j I j Ã j P j Ã tp I aj I j IY HHH Ã IHH Ã HXHHSaIY HHH HXS and w P IR jj I jj jj P jj Ã tgp I ajj I jj IHH IHH Ã HXSaIHH I. Fig. 11 shows the initial NewG of this query and the edge weights. We further assume that a simple hash join algorithm is used for the joins and only disk I/O cost is counted (CPU cost is ignored). Hence, the cost of join , for instance, will be: ost hsh proe sve result jj jj jj jj jj Ã jj Ã tp Ã jjjj jjjj Ã tgp X Note that this assumption is only made to simplify our computation. Our algorithm is not affected even though join cost is calculated differently. Then, the costs for the four joins are:
Hence, the join vertices in gv I are in the order R , I , Q , and P , and gv P is empty. Phase 1.
. Iteration 1. As v I v R 3 is the only inflowing edge to R with the property w I IR`I , we select v I v R 3 to reduce the cost of R . After I is performed, the result of I P has IY HHH Ã IHH Ã HXHHS SHH tuples and each tuple is IHH IHH Ã HXS IHH bytes wide. This intermediate result relation will replace I in the join I R . Hence, we recompute the cost of R as:
This value is much smaller than the original cost of R (which is 420,000). The order of vertices in gv I is rearranged to v I , v R , v Q , and v P . Note that joins of equivalent cost such as R and Q can be put in any order in the list. The NewG and the EST are also updated and the new ones are shown in Fig. 12 . In the NewG, some physical edges are removed and a virtual edge is added. All these changes are simply made by following the rules in Step 3e of the algorithm. . Iteration 2. v I is selected and its only inflowing edge is v P v I 3 . As the weight w I PI`I , the edge is selected as an edge of EST. Similarly, the cost of I is recomputed:
(This value is also smaller than its original value 270,000.) The newly updated NewG and EST are shown in Fig. 13 . At this moment, however, vertices in gv I are still in the order v I , v R , v Q , and v P . . Iteration 3. v I is selected. As v I now does not have any inflowing edge in the NewG, it is removed from gv I and appended to gv P . gv I now has v R , v Q , v P , and gv P has v I .
. Iteration 4. v R is selected. As the only inflowing edge to v R is v Q v R 3 and w I QR b I, remove v R from gv I and append it to gv P . Hence, gv I has the vertices v Q , v P and gv P has v I , v R .
. Iteration 5. v Q is considered. Its only inflowing edge has a weight w I RQ b I. Hence, v Q is removed from gv I and appended to gv P . gv I now has only v P and gv P has v I , v R and v Q .
. Iteration 6. The last vertex v P is selected. As its w I QP b I and w I RP I (a virtual edge), v P is also removed from gv I and appended to gv P . As gv I is now empty, the first phase stops.
Phase 2ÐVertices in gv P are in the order v I , v R , v Q , and v P .
. Iteration 1. v P (the last vertex) is selected. Because v P already has an outflowing edge in the current EST, v P is removed from gv P (Step 4b).
. Iteration 2. v Q is selected. We compare the two edges v R v Q 3 and v Q v P 3 and find the one that increases a smaller amount of cost for the join at the edge's sinking vertex. That is, we compute . Iteration 3. Because an effective spanning tree is already formed, the algorithm stops. The result of the MVP algorithm gives the EST:
For comparison purposes, we list the other possible solutions in Fig. 15 . The total cost of each execution plan is obtained by adding up the costs of four joins. All these execution plans are effective ones. It is seen from the result that the MVP algorithm produces the one with the lowest execution cost.
Time Complexity
The time complexity of the MVP algorithm is analyzed in the following:
. Step 1. To sort all vertices, the time complexity is nlogn, where n is the number of vertices of the WDJG. . make our algorithm easy to comprehend, we did not present the algorithm in its most timesaving format. In other words, we can associate each vertex v in the EST with a list recording the set of base relations involved in v . With this list, the task of checking Condition 2 of Theorem 1 for the edge v j v i 3
becomes as simple as a constant-time operation. Selecting an edge that can best reduce the join cost also costs a constant time (i.e., y) and checking whether a cycle exists within an EST of at most n À I edges spends yn À I time, the cost of this entire substep in the worst case is less than yn. d. The cost to update i is negligible. e. The time to update the graph is a constant. f. The time to update gv I and to rearrange the rank of v in gv I is also a constant. /* Note that we do not need to resort the list. We need only to insert v to a proper position in gv I . */ g. The cost is negligible. The most costly substep, from a to g, has a complexity no greater than yn. In the worst case, the above substeps will be iterated for n times. Hence, the complexity of the entire Step 3 is less than n Ã yn yn P . . Step 4. /* Phase 2 */ The substeps of this step are the same as in Step3. Hence, the complexity is also less than yn P . .
Step 5. The cost is a constant. Consequently, the complexity of the MVP algorithm is orting the vertex osts gost of hse I gost of hse P ynlogn yn P yn P yn P X
COMPARISONS
The methods to be compared against the MVP algorithm include the simulated annealing algorithm, the minimum join cost algorithm, and the minimum selectivity factor algorithm. The simulated annealing algorithm can theoretically generate an optimal solution (i.e., join sequence) if it is allowed to run for a long time. Many papers have proven that its produced result is close to optimum even if its running time is reasonably limited [27] , [11] , [18] . The other two algorithms are also often used algorithms for query optimization.
The Simulated Annealing (SA) Algorithm
The simulated annealing algorithm applied to query optimization in [12] is a probability-based hill climbing algorithm. The algorithm is given as follows:
Algorithm Simulated Annealing (SA) T = initial temperature; current_state = initial state; current_cost = cost of current_state; REPEAT_UNTIL freezing point is reached DO REPEAT_UNTIL equilibrium at T is reached DO current_state = select two join randomly in current_state and swap their position; new_cost = cost of current\_state; Á = current\_cost -new_cost; IF Á b H THEN current_cost = new_cost; ELSE BEGIN r = random number; /* H`r`I */ IF r`e Á THEN current_cost = new_cost; /* still accept the swap */ ELSE current_state = undo the last swap; /* reject the last swap */; ELSE END; END_REPEAT; /* equilibrium */ Â ; END_REPEAT; /* freezing point */
Starting from an initial state (which is an execution order of a query), the inner loop improves the solution by repeatedly accepting random uphill moves until a local optimum is reached. In addition to moving upward, the simulated annealing algorithm accepts occasional downward moves, with certain probability, to prevent it from being trapped in a local optimum. The probability of accepting downhill moves is e Ág , where Ág is the difference of reward between the the original and the new states and is the temperature. The probability of accepting an upward move increases as the value of decreases as well as the difference of reward increases. Theoretically, if there is enough time, the simulated annealing algorithm will find the optimal solution. It can be achieved by giving a high initial temperature or setting the value close to 1. In our experiments, we vary value to compare the results with those generated by the MVP algorithm.
The Minimum Join Cost (MJC) Algorithm
There are some heuristic algorithms to find a near optimal execution plan in a polynomial time. The minimum join cost (MJC) algorithm and the minimum selectivity factor (MSF) algorithm are two popular ones in that category. They are detailed in the following. As these two algorithms are short and easy to comprehend, we will not further discuss these algorithms.
Algorithm Minimum Join Cost (MJC)
INPUT: a multiway join query I P Á Á Á n . OUTPUT: the queue ln wtg which gives the order of the joins.
set 2 f I Y Á Á Á Y n g for k I to n do select i that incurs the least join cost. set 2 set À f i g. Push i to ln wtg . endfor return( wgt )
The Minimum Selectivity Factor (MSF) Algorithm
Another polynomial-time algorithm, the minimum selectivity factor (MSF) algorithm, is to select the join with the smallest selectivity factor in each iteration so as to reduce the size of the result input to the next join, which in turn reduces the total cost of a join query. Details are as follows:
Algorithm Minimum Selectivity Factor (MSF) INPUT: a multiway join query I P Á Á Á n . OUTPUT: a queue wp which gives the order of the joins. set 2 f I Y Á Á Á Y n g for i I to n do select I that has the the smallest join selectivity factor. set 2 set À f i g. Push i to wp X endfor return( wp )
As with the MVP algorithm, these three algorithms also arrange the order of operation execution based on different rationale so as to achieve a near optimal solution. As for the cost of a join, they all use the following standard formula, which is seen in many papers in the literature:
where is the size of a disk page in bytes and es is the result relation of .
Experiments and Results
One thousand queries in the experiments are generated randomly, meaning that the existence of a join operation between relations, the selectivity factors, and the relation sizes are generated randomly. There are two relation sizes, small and large. The cardinality of a small relation is within the range IY HHH tuplesXXSY HHH tuples and that of a large relation is within IHY HHH tuplesXXSHY HHH tuples. The type of a relation is determined by generating a random number between 0 and 1. If the number is in HY elize , where elize is a number within (0, 1) and varies in our experiments, then the relation is a small relation. If the number is in the range elize Y I, then the relation is a large one. The tuple length is 200 bytes. Note that, although the sizes of the relations are not large compared to those in very large databases, they do not affect the purpose of our experiments, which is to compare the optimality of our algorithm with other algorithms. Using larger relation sizes will only increase the difference between the algorithms. But, the relative superiority/inferiority of the algorithms is not affected.
Joins between these relations are randomly assigned. The cardinality of a join result generated by any pair of relations is a random number between the cardinalities of the two joined relations. Other system parameters are shown in Table 1 . These values are basically the same as those used in other performance study in the literature [18] .
For the SA algorithm, the initial temperature is set to 1,000 and is varied from 0.5 to 0.99 (0.99 gives a solution very close to optimal). The results of our experiments are as follows:
. A comparison with the Simulated Annealing algorithm. The number of relations involved in a join query varies in our experiments. We choose the results of x S, x IH, and x IS and show them in Fig. 16 , Fig. 17 , and Fig. 18 , respectively. Data measured in these experiments is a ratio of the average join cost of the queries scheduled by using the SA algorithm to that of using the MVP algorithm. That is, if the cost ratio is greater than 1, the execution cost of the plan generated by SA is greater than that of the MVP algorithm. Conversely, if the cost ratio is smaller than 1, then the SA algorithm is better.
From these experiments, we have the following observations:
E
For the case of x S in Fig. 16 , the MVP algorithm performs better than the SA algorithm at low values. When approaches 1 (meaning that the SA algorithm finds the optimal solution), the SA algorithm slightly outperforms the MVP algorithm. This indicates that, even though the MVP algorithm only takes yn P time, its solution is very close to the optimal solution. E For the case of x IH in Fig. 17 , the MVP algorithm outperforms the SA algorithm under most circumstances. It is interesting that the MVP algorithm performs especially well when elize is in the middle of (0, 1) and the performance of SA is closer to MVP when elize is either larger or smaller (although MVP is still on average about 1.5 times better than SA). This is because, when most of the relations are small ( elize is large) or large ( elize is small), there will not be many choices for optimizing a query. In an extreme case, for example, when all relations are equally large, then it will not matter what kind of schedule is produced. When the number of large relations is about equal to that of the small relations, however, a small difference in the schedules could make a dramatically different result. This experiment demonstrates the superiority of the MVP algorithm.
We noticed that not all the curves are smooth. The curves of elize HXT and elize HXV have a sudden rise at a high value. We suppose that this is because the SA algorithm is a probability-based algorithm performing random walks. To avoid being trapped in a local optimum, it could sometimes jump into a worse state, which may lead to a poor performance if there is not enough time left to find a better state. But, this phenominum will disappear if an extremely long time ( is close to 1) is given to run the algorithm. In a small region (when elize is small and is large), the MVP algorithm is not as good as the SA algorithm. This is because if most of the relations are large relations (e.g., elize HXP), then it is hard to find an edge in the MVP algorithm that can reduce the cost of the next join. On the other hand, while is close to 1, the SA algorithm is likely to find the optimal solution. Under this circumstance, SA slightly outperforms MVP. E Fig. 18 shows the result for x IS. Basically, MVP outperforms SA in most of the cases. Only when in the SA algorithm is very high (! HXWS) will SA slightly outperform MVP. But, the MVP algorithm does not perform as well when most of the relations are large ( elize is small). Fig. 16, Fig. 17 , and Fig. 18 also indicate that the more relations involved in a join query, the better MVP performs in comparison with the SA algorithm. On average, using the MVP algorithm yields a much better performance than using the SA algorithm, in addition to the advantage that MVP is an algorithm of complexity of yn P .
. A comparison with the MJC algorithm and the MSF algorithm The results for x S, x IH, and x IS are shown in Fig. 19 . In this experiment, we find that regardless of the value of elize , the MVP algorithm always outperforms the other simpler polynomial-time algorithms by a factor of 2.5 to 6. The larger the number of joins, the greater the MVP algorithm outperforms the others. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a graph model for optimizing large join queries. This issue has been studied for many years and different approaches have been proposed. Past approaches either used an exhaustive search algorithm or simple heuristics to achieve optimization. They include the simulated annealing algorithm, the iterative improvement algorithm, dynamic programming with branch and bound, and simple greedy algorithms. Those algorithms, however, are either too costly (having a combinatorial complexity or a polynomial complexity of at least yn Q , where n is the number of joins of a query) to be a practical algorithm or too simple (having a linear complexity but not efficient enough) to be useful in a real database management system. Our approach is unique in the sense that it is based on a graph model. Each spanning tree of the graph stands for a possible execution plan for the query. Hence, we say that all possible execution plans are embedded in this graph. By utilizing the edge and the vertex weights, we derived an algorithm that finds a near optimal solution. The complexity of this algorithm is only yn P and yet, according to our experiments, is much more efficient than the other algorithms under most circumstances.
The major contributions of the paper are threefold: First, a graph model is proposed to analyze the cost of a join query. Second, each spanning tree of the graph represents a possible execution plan. However, as not all execution plans are feasible (in a uniprocessor environment), some spanning trees are ruled out during the search of optimal answer. Hence, the search space is reduced. Third, a near optimal algorithm with only a complexity of yn P is proposed. Its efficiency is demonstrated by experiments.
As all execution plans are representable in the proposed graph model, this model is actually a general model for analyzing a query cost. Not only the proposed algorithm, but also other algorithms could be found to search for an optimal execution plan. (This is quite different from past approaches in that each of those algorithms has a fixed pattern in finding an optimal answer.) Currently, we are looking for more effective algorithms based on the graph model to provide more efficient result. Also, we are extending this model to the optimization of queries in other databases, such as object-oriented databases.
